INNOVATIVE DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS, DRIVEN BY SERVICE
The BT Group is a proudly family-owned business with over 45 years of experience in the Australian Transport and Logistics Industry. We are a wellestablished national logistics provider with direct access to depots located in
all capital cities and major provincial towns.

DAY-TO-DAY MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
At BT Transport & Logistics, our focus on Safety and Compliance is an essential part or
our day to day operations. With the increase in today’s gross vehicle load capacity our
average load can easily weigh 80 or 90 tons and travel from the east coast to the west
coast of Australia, often covering many kilometres of remote unsealed ‘tracks’. Continually assessing and monitoring our activities and our people is our priority. We start by
ensuring our workforce is kept up to date with Training and Supervision. New Drivers
are monitored closely for work diary compliance and their general attitude to a safe
efficient work procedure. Verification of Competency (VOC) tests are carried out as
well as Safety Performance Inspections to ensure our Drivers and load staff are competent. Regular medical examinations and random drug and alcohol testing give us peace
of mind that our Long Haul Drivers are fit for duty.

SAFE LOAD RESTRAINTS
Restraining the massive unpredictable loads we carry is paramount to our business.
Following the 80/50/20 rule as set out in the Load Restraint guide 2004 edition we
begin by restraining 80% of the loads weight to prevent it moving forwards, 50% of the
loads weight is prevented from moving backwards and sideways and 20% of the loads
weight is prevented from moving upwards. We use varying methods to chock up
equipment depending on whether it has rubber tyres or metal tracking. We restrain
high loads, wide loads and long loads, all the while ensuring bearers and bolsters,
chains and ratchets or strapping doesn’t cause injury to our employees or damage our
freight.

FATIGUE MANAGEMENT
Fatigue Management is naturally of primary concern to us and we have several procedures in place to identify and prevent fatigue. We provide an extensive training session
at Induction, relating to realizing the signs of fatigue and measures to control the situation to prevent an incident. We also regularly provide interesting and relevant information to remind our workforce, the danger working while fatigued can cause.

tracking. To safeguard our staff and assets we can remotely immobilize a
vehicle, receive an alert via a mobile phone or activate an alarm remotely, using a simple SMS command. We can receive reports which alert us
to harsh braking, harsh accelerating and speeding. Fleetminder is also
able to send crash sensor alerts to Head office as well as fuel level sensor
monitoring.
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MAINTENANCE & INSPECTIONS
Vehicle inspections and a Top Notch Maintenance Department ensure
our fleet of late model trucks is constantly monitored for roadworthiness
and compliance to National Heavy Vehicle Law. The Translogix computer
program we use gives us live tracking on all equipment which includes
notification when equipment hasn’t moved for a 24 hour period. Spreadsheets and reports are easily generated to provide real time updates of
vehicles location. The workshop maintenance system provided by Translogix generates notification when a vehicles is due for any checks which
prevents issues arising.

CREATING A SAFE WORK ENVIRONMENT

At BT, we tailor our solutions to
your needs, delivering seamless
end-to-end solutions that fit
your business requirements.
The BT Group currently holds
the following certifications:
ISO14001, ISO9001, AS/
NZS4801, CSG Level 1,
and Bechtel A+.

Ultimately we are all drawn to our business through the appreciation of
the might and ability of the heavy vehicle industry and a desire to provide our customers with impeccable efficient service. The safety and
compliance measures we have in place at BT Transport & Logistics ensure
we are doing everything possible to protect our employees from injury or
illness and create a circle of continuous improvement for the future.
For general enquiries, email
sales@beattietransport.com.au
or call us on 1800 LOAD BT.

IT SOLUTIONS
Logchecker and Fleetminder are two web based programs we use to manage fatigue.
Logchecker allows us to check start, stop and break times and is a quick and easy exercise to check for breaches of standard driving hours. Drivers are provided with a safe
driving plan to reduce their exposure to the risk of fatigue. Alerts for driver’s license
and medical expiry reminders, as well as non-conformance and corrective action reports can also be generated by Logchecker. Fleetminder gives us the ability of GPS
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